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During the last phase of French occupation in Vietnam (1887–1954), a new and unique direction for pictorial arts was inaugurated that continues to inform the country’s art scene to this day. In a culture that lacked a developed painting tradition from which to draw inspiration, painting with lacquer formed a distinctive and novel medium that could be applied to fresh artistic subjects. In 1925 the arts first began to evolve rapidly thanks to the creation of the École Superieure de Beaux Arts d’Indochine, a new school in Hanoi that was founded by the relatively unknown French painters Victor Tardieu (1870–1937) and Joseph Inguimberty (1896–1971). Together with other artists such as Nguyễn Văn Thọ (1890–1973, better known as Nam Son), who was sent to Paris for a year of training in 1924 for his new post as an art instructor, they embarked on a mission civilisatrice to educate promising artisans (thợ vẽ) so that they would advance to the status of “artists” (hoạ sĩ) and subsequently sign their works as individual creators. The French colonial view that La France d’Asie possessed no distinctive artistic and cultural identity was central to the school’s inception. Thus, the school set about creating a new cultural identity that was grafted from a modernist French pictorial language of art. The students’ training in European artistic styles eventually merged with East Asian and indigenous wood-based, folk craft sources, the privileging of which can be read as a rejection of French style. The synthesis of these elements defined an artistic language that was confounded at times by the native ambivalence towards all things foreign and modern, and later, by a demand for propaganda art under the Việt Minh.

The present collection of Vietnamese art in the Vietnam Fine Arts Museum gives us a clue to the disparaging stance of the French towards traditional Vietnamese arts. While rich in historical material culture, much of Vietnamese art history appears to connect stylistically with developments and practices that prevailed in other regions of Asia and beyond. For example, Champa-era stone sculptures, wooden Buddhist figures from as early as the tenth century, variously dated ceramics and bronzes, and a large collection of paintings created during the past ninety years, all appear related to one another by way of aesthetic and cultural interactions with artistic production in societies outside of Southeast Asia during various historical epochs dating as far back as before the Common Era—India, China, and, in the twentieth century, France.
Buddhist and ceramic pieces, for instance, derive their appearances and subject matter from the Chinese, who ruled Vietnam continuously for over a thousand years (c. 111 BCE–938 CE). The imposing Cham sculptures provide a Southeast Asian interpretation of mostly Indic Hindu deities and narratives (although Buddhist and Islamic themes appear as well), that were the products of a civilization of possibly Indonesian origin concentrated in central Vietnam (c. 500–1500 CE). In short, this long, narrow stretch of ocean-front land has enjoyed, for millennia, a rich diversity of expressions appearing to parallel those originating elsewhere. This led to a search—from colonial as well nationalist perspectives—for distinct artistic idioms that could be identified as ‘Vietnamese’.

The Hanoi museum’s large collection of paintings from the past century, specifically from the era of late French occupation (1935–1945), comprising those works fashioned by École students out of lacquer that, initially, display the hallmarks of modernist Western pictorial aesthetics, attracted my attention. Upon closer inspection, however, these works challenge a simple indigenous-foreigner dialectic and invite a more nuanced understanding of Vietnamese responses to the ideas that were introduced from afar. Vietnam’s dearth of painted arts prior to the twentieth century (one could argue that this was one way that the Vietnamese did not emulate the Chinese, in particular their ink landscape and genre paintings on silk) has been attributed to climactic or other destructive factors. For inspiration twentieth-century lacquer painters turned instead to pre-colonial native folk arts: anonymous and collectively produced woodblock prints, wood carved water puppets, and communal wooden architectural embellishments, whose artistic properties reveal a native aesthetic that was both embraced and rejected by artists and the political establishment throughout the century, but which remain visible in art today.

Thus, École student-painters, who were newly trained by French colonial teachers in mostly late nineteenth-century European artistic styles and subjects, began to explore distinctly East Asian materials, techniques, and aesthetic features, and drew from native, pre-colonial wood-based craft traditions during an era when all aspects of older Vietnamese culture—visual arts, literature, and religions—were discredited in the eyes of both the French colonial power and a section of Vietnamese intellectuals intent on modernizing the culture. For example, Nguyễn Tuồng Tam (better known by his pen name Nhất Linh), the editor and founder of Tự Lực văn đoàn (Self-strengthening literary group), who was devoted to a modern, French-inspired literary realism, observed in the editorial of 1932 for the newly created, heavily censored, weekly satirical publication, Phong Hóa (Manners and customs), that “when the old civilization is brought out and put into
practice before our very eyes, we are dissatisfied with the results. We can only continue to hope in Western civilization. Where that civilization will lead us, we do not know. But our destiny is to travel into the unknown, to keep changing and progress.”

In this educationally liberal, but politically repressive environment, lacquer painting provided a hybrid vocabulary for the pursuit of a distinctive language and artistic voice. To comprehend the trajectory of this pursuit, I will examine three lacquer paintings in three divergent styles that were produced during the embryonic era of experimentation with lacquer as a painting medium at the École from about 1935–1945. I will attempt to discern the blend of Western and non-Western elements that inform them. These findings will allow us to engage with the political framework and social upheaval that was experienced by the Vietnamese artists who were trained during the years before the outbreak of war. These years, together with the immediate aftermath of the war, were marked by artistic turmoil and ideological change. I will end by briefly looking beyond the colonial era to a few post-revolutionary works in order to identify some persistent Western features that were combined with radically changing ideologies to shape the pictorial arts after 1945. Core questions include why certain features of the works appeared during this brief window of time and what led artists to modify their style afterwards. Critical to this examination is identifying and contextualizing the significance of visual borrowings from other cultures as well as from Vietnam’s own largely denigrated earlier folk arts and other cultural expressions.

This paper employs the art historical practice of examining paintings and utilizing connections to foreign and local material culture in order to identify visual echoes of the latter in subject matter, forms, materials, and styles. It aims at relating these connections to the larger context of a troubling time when questions about indigenous versus foreign identity were paramount. Until recently, only a few scholars have specifically addressed the subject of Vietnamese lacquer paintings from the early twentieth century. From a general perspective, Nora Taylor has provided the most comprehensive history of the early modernist period in all painting media, including important historical data regarding the inception of L’École Superieure de Beaux Arts d’Indochine, its teachers and pupils, as well as the evolution of modern art throughout the century. Another illuminating perspective is offered by Boi Tran Huynh’s unpublished PhD dissertation (2005), which draws primarily upon Vietnamese art historical researches published since Đổi Mới (the era of reform begun in 1986) to provide a comprehensive context for all arts (including architecture) of the early twentieth century from a socialist and nationalist perspective. Contrasting perspectives that are
focused specifically on cross-cultural borrowings can be found in a collection of articles compiled, also at the time of Đổi Mới, by Buu Lâm Truong (1987). Although the emphasis here is upon literature rather than painting, the work indicates which developments in the twentieth century exhibit significant parallels to the fine arts—a topic I will return to later.

More recently, Phoebe Scott (2013) has investigated cross-cultural influences from other Asian arts in Vietnam; her study focuses less on stylistic or technical interchange in favor of ideological, social, and political identification—that is, on the establishment of the notion of an “Asian character” (tính cách Á Đông) in the arts.14 Kerry Nguyen Long’s article (2002) and a book by Shireen Nazirée (2013), provide useful data and address specifically, if briefly, the nascent phase of lacquer painting. Moreover, Panivong Norindr’s study (1996) is especially helpful in contextualizing the French attitudes towards occupied Indochina that were manifested in architecture, film, and literature. Finally, looking beyond the era of colonial control to the Vietnamization of the École, Kim Ngoc Bao Ninh (2002) provides a helpful overview of conflicting opinions on the role of the arts that emerged under the Việt Minh in the late 1940s.

The sources mentioned above do not undertake a detailed analysis of specific works as a means of identifying critical visual resonances with other non-native and, especially, native artistic and literary forms and the potential meaning embodied therein. My essay will try to address this lacuna by examining the processes and techniques of art making to contextualize the ideological foundations of imagery using a cross-disciplinary model of art historical research. This research draws on materials from scholarly books and journals as well as publications relating to village folk arts, including popular newspapers, e-magazines, or museum and gallery websites and publications. I also engage with resources devoted to contemporary literary affinities, as well as with the evolving theoretical debates on the purpose of art making.

**The era of French colonial art education**

The brief twenty-year history of the colonial French art school was little studied in the West because, according to Taylor, Western art historians criticized products of the École students’ efforts as hybridized and having little to do with an authentic, indigenous Vietnamese expression.15 Worse, Scott asserts, they were perceived as decadent specimens of racial mixing (decadence and métissage) that were antagonistic to the prevailing ideals of artistic purity.16 Thus, until recently, their history was largely ignored. Conversely, Vietnamese scholars regard this era as the critical naissance of a modern cultural flourishing that was wed, paradoxically, to a “rising
nationalism and its corollary need to combat French cultural interference.”¹⁷ They, therefore, tend to minimize the role that the French played in shaping twentieth-century artistic development in Vietnam.¹⁸

Native writers retrospectively politicized the school’s inception, which had occurred at a critical moment in the rising resistance against French repression. The year marked, in the words of Kim Khánh Huỳnh, a “fundamental disaggregation [of resistance efforts] in Vietnam society—one that was to characterize Vietnamese politics for several decades.”¹⁹ Dozens of new newspapers were created that were devoted to revolutionary publications glorifying the 1911 Chinese Revolution and Sun Yat-sen (1866–1925). For example, Nam Đồng Thư xã, the Southeast Asian Publishing House in Hanoi, was formed by a group of young Western-trained intellectuals who were eager to supplant the earlier Confucian generation of scholar-activists, such as the imprisoned Phan Bội Châu (1867–1940), who had led opposition to oppression.²⁰ Following an assassination attempt on the French Governor General, Martial Henri Merlin (1860–1935), while visiting Guangzhou, China, on June 19, 1924, these new radicals, the “generation of 1925,” joined with other similar groups to form the Vietnamese National People’s Party, whose mandate was to combat colonial control.²¹ Concurrently, large protest demonstrations were erupting in Saigon and Haiphong. Thus, to Vietnamese historians, the art school’s inception and the art produced by its students marked the beginnings of the independence movement, which was linked to all things modern in arts and literature and was only resolved fifty years later, after the ousting of Japanese, French, and finally American occupational forces. Since most art historical writing on Vietnam was in French, the modernist arts of the early twentieth century were denigrated as derivative and garnered little attention.

The paintings produced by École-trained artists were aimed at wealthy Western patrons in Hanoi and Paris, and much of the imagery appealed to the bourgeois taste for “Orientalism”—pleasing views of the “exotic” East suiting the French fancy for imaginary “phantasmagoria,” or, in the view of Panivong Norindr, images of a “perfectly domesticated space and mythified world” that was populated by stereotypically “docile and compliant natives.”²² In the 1920s the poet and diplomat Paul Claudel (1868–1955) summarized the French myth that was perpetrated in the face of forced labor, indentured servitude, famines, strikes, rebellions, incarcerations, and torture:

Never in Indochina has the collaboration between the indigenous and the European populations been more intimate and peaceful. We are witnessing the impulse of an entire people whose sole and most profound desire is to adopt our culture and, indeed, our language.²³
The French art teachers Tardieu and Inguimberty explored other East Asian artistic traditions and Vietnamese folk arts and endeavored to educate pupils about their own history. However “paternalistic and condescending” their views on education for the Vietnamese, the École teachers—whose pedagogy favored the Western artistic principles of life drawing, anatomy study, linear perspective, and chiaroscuro, which were incompatible with any indigenous Vietnamese and, indeed, virtually all pre-modern East Asian arts—nevertheless promoted an interest in learning traditional crafts and in exploring the rural and subaltern Vietnamese cultural themes reflected in the lives of 90 percent of the population (farmers, peasant women, villages, rice fields, and temples), rather than themes associated with the French. Thus, the teachers were able to breach the occupiers’ long-held and pervasively condescending opinion that Indochina was devoid of any current arts worthy of attention. Moreover, their pupils ignored the ubiquitous vestiges of modern Western material manifestations for their painted themes—trains, bridges, bicycles, automobiles, clothing, furniture, and architecture, including churches, museums, universities, and opera houses, for example—which were widespread, especially in the north of Vietnam where the French occupying authority and the school were located. Unlike pre-colonial Vietnamese pictorial arts—consisting mainly of folk-village produced woodblock prints and Chinese Ming (1368–1644) and Qing (1664–1911) dynasty-inspired, authoritatively rigid, ancestor portraits on silk based on memory and imagination—École artists sketched directly from life, albeit a selectively defined “life” that, instead of being focused on modern and Westernized urban spaces—aside from occasional portraits and studio nudes—was saturated with picturesque traditional rural values that more readily appealed to the foreign collectors’ taste for the “authentic” exotic corresponding to modernist directions in Europe inspired by Paul Gauguin (1848–1903), the Nabis, the Fauves, and others who rejected all things industrial and urban in favor of the natural and “primitive.”

A contemporaneous literary discourse among native urban elites in Quốc ngữ (The Romanized script favored by intellectuals and the colonial authority) regarding the perceived tensions between modern French and traditional Vietnamese culture concurrent with the founding of the École, intensified during these years. The clashes between past and present, rural and urban, traditional Confucian communalism and modern French individualism, were played out in the popular media and revealed the Vietnamese ambivalence to change. Undoubtedly, with time, such discourse resulted in growing clarity regarding identity, conflict, and resistance for Vietnamese artists and nationalists, although some eventually succumbed to disillusionment and turned away from politics towards more romantic and hedonistic pursuits. At least one École student— Nguyễn Gia Trí (1908–1993)—was so troubled...
by his foreign training under the aegis of an occupying power that he “wished to drop his art studies as he felt all his teachers should be Vietnamese. Tardieu persuaded him to stay.”

After 1945, when the independence movement commenced in earnest, the École’s early impact upon the development of Vietnam’s modern art was regarded—according to Quảng Phòng—as “a sensitive topic, as Vietnamese modern art began as a joint product of French liberalism and Vietnamese traditionalism during a period of brutal French colonialism and strong Vietnamese patriotism,” and therefore it was a subject rarely discussed in Vietnam before Đổi Mới. Thus, Vietnamese scholarly attention has only recently addressed the art produced during the twenty years of the École’s infancy when it was directed by occupying foreigners.

Colonial École-era Vietnamese paintings can be categorized by medium—oil paintings on canvas, water-based paintings on silk, and lacquer paintings on wood. Although oil painting was the most alien to the students, it was the medium most familiar to, and indeed the only pictorial medium employed by, their colonial teachers. However, upon exposure to village-based crafts and traditional Confucian and Buddhist temple (chùa, translated as “pagoda”) arts by their teachers, who were seeking “various strategies […] to attempt to preserve the ‘racial personality’ of the Vietnamese students,” disciples were encouraged to apply their Western training to the two other “new” native-Asian media. These media—water-based painting on silk and especially lacquer painting—meld aesthetic features that were familiar in both East Asia and Europe and display uniquely eclectic Vietnamese pictorial qualities.

Silk had been popular since the eighth century in other regions of East Asia—especially Japan and China—as a painting surface for hand scrolls and hanging scrolls, and it was also used for Vietnamese pre-colonial religious ceremonial scrolls. Yet, for École students, this traditional Chinese-derived media was a new material particularly suited to an emboldened venture into secular subject matter, and to which they enthusiastically applied recently acquired perspectival spatial knowledge, modeling with light and shadow (chiaroscuro), and studio nude subjects (among others). Quảng Phòng suggests that silk painting might never have been adopted by modernist painters had Nguyễn Phan Chánh (1892–1984), one of the earliest École students, not found the study of oils difficult and turned instead to emulating Chinese Tang and Song Dynasty ink paintings on silk. Moreover, water-based paint was a cheaper medium than the scarcer and costlier oils that had to be imported from France.
Lacquer painting: three examples

This study investigates the adoption of lacquer as a medium to paint in a modernist style called son mài, a practice that was an audacious departure from any pictorial direction in Asia (or, indeed, anywhere). Lacquer was traditionally used as a protective covering for wooden furniture, altar sculptures, boards of ancient writing found at chùa, as well as folk art water-puppets. Its use by painting students was promoted by Professor Inguimberty purportedly after a visit to the Confucian Temple of Literature in Hanoi in 1927. He invited the master artisan Đinh Văn Thành to teach lacquer technique at the school, though some student-artists may have also traveled to Japan to learn of its use there. So serious were the École teachers about the medium’s potential that by 1938 the study of lacquer technique was compulsory for all painting and sculpture students. One of the first and most distinguished École artists to employ lacquer was Nguyễn Gia Trí, a student from 1928 to 1936 (apart from a brief hiatus) whose paintings, many of which are now in the Hanoi Museum, graced the French Governor’s Palace in Hanoi before 1945. One of the paintings now in the Hanoi Museum is the large Young Women in the Garden from 1939 (fig. 1), which depicts seven robust and jovial elite women in shapely, modern French re-designed áo dài dresses amid outsized tropical foliage against a gold ground. The smiling, long-haired women stroll arm-in-arm, pick flowers, or sit; in the foreground one reclines against a cushion while enjoying tea (fig. 2).

The painting is installed in the center of the gallery so that the luxuriant tropical garden without figures against a dark ground—the lush garden at night—can be seen on the reverse (fig. 3).
There can be no doubt that the inspiration for the subject came from the conservative pedagogy at the École, inspired by the art of mid-nineteenth century French realists, especially Eduard Manet (1832–1883), and late-century
impressionists and postimpressionists. These artists were avidly promoted as exemplars of modernist aesthetics, while the more avant-garde art styles that were contemporaneous with the school—such as cubism or surrealism—were not supported or evinced during these years. For example, Claude Monet’s (1840–1926) early piece, *Women in a Garden* from 1866 (255 × 205 cm, Musée d’Orsay, Paris), or later works by Auguste Renoir (1841–1919) such as *Girls Picking Flowers in a Meadow*, ca. 1890 (65.1 x 81.0 cm, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston), would have been deemed worthy prototypes. Visual representations of beautiful, elite, carefree women found a literary counterpart and endorsement in the growing popularity of the morally controversial novels—a new form in Vietnam—published in *Quốc ngữ* by members of Tự Lực văn đoàn, which was founded in 1933. This group, inspired by Western values, promoted themes of women’s individualism, urbanism, and romantic love, themes that were antagonistic to Confucian ideals of duty and filial piety. These writers found solidarity with a New Poetry Movement, Thơ mới, launched a year earlier by Phan Khôi (1887–1959), which called for defiance of the traditional rules of poetry derived from Chinese Tang Dynasty prototypes in order “to express the ideas close to one’s heart.” Lưu Trọng Lư (1912–1991), an ardent follower of Phan Khôi, explained the modern morality of New Poetry that was inspired by examples of the nineteenth-century French romantic luminaries Victor Hugo (1802–1885), Alphonse de Lamartine (1790–1869), Alfred de Musset (1810–1857), and Alfred de Vigny (1797–1863):

While it is almost a sin for the traditionalists to simply look at a pretty young woman, to us it is as refreshing an experience as to contemplate a green rice field. Their love is conceived only in terms of marriage, but for us love is multifaceted: passionate love, fleeting love, intimate love, love from a distance, sincere love, illusory love, innocent love, mature love, temporary love, eternal love…. As you can see, the emotions of people nowadays are very abundant and complex. Is it possible to contain them within a framework of restrictive [Chinese] versification rules?

In the domain of painting, the example of Japan provided further stimuli: the large scale, horizontal format, gold ground, and division of the surface into eight vertical panels echoed the similar effects of ink, paint, and gold leaf employed in the Japanese byōbu (folding-screen) paintings of the Momoyama and Tokugawa eras (c. 1550–1850), works that were also patronized by the power elites of that culture and were promoted as model objects for Vietnamese students by their teacher, Victor Tardeau. However, parallels can also be detected with modern Japanese artists such as Tsuchida Bakusen (1887–1936) in Kyoto, who promoted the Nihonga movement after 1912 that was based on a
revival of earlier arts. He used the stylistic features described above while also emulating the idyllic, albeit eroticized, femininity of *bijinga* subjects found in the ukiyo-e prints such as those of Kitagawa Utamaro (ca. 1753–1806) and Utagawa Kunisada (1796–1865).\(^5\) As the *Nihonga* movement grew into the 1920s, the women in Tsuchida Bakusen’s paintings became less erotic and assumed greater social and patriotic significance as an expression of the “essence of national polity” that was devoted to ethnic purity.\(^5\) Although the theme of rural labor found in many of Tsuchida Bakusen’s later paintings was absent, a similar patriotic interpretation may be applicable to Nguyễn Gia Tri’s *Young Women in the Garden* as well.

However, for patrons, happy images such as Nguyễn Gia Tri’s *Young Women in the Garden* reinforced the colonial fiction of the copacetic subjugated—joyful, healthy, and non-confrontational—that Norindr cites as a prevailing French illusion. Similar ideals of peaceful rule were also propagated in Vietnamese literature of the early twentieth century. In the words of Kathryn Robson and Jennifer Yee: “For Indochina to be seen as a model colony, it was necessary for colonial textual representation to maintain a conscious or subconscious denial of resistance to imperialism,”\(^5\) despite the omnipresence of underground nationalist struggle and guerilla warfare. The museum in the gatehouse of the former Hỏa Lò Prison(4,8),(996,990) (called “Maison Centrale” by the French, and ironically relabeled “Hanoi Hilton” by the American POWs who were detained there in the 1960s and 70s) belies this cheery narrative and attests to the French authorities’ harsh repression of members of the Vietnamese resistance, including the active use of the guillotine. By 1931 some 16,000 political activists had been imprisoned.\(^5\) It is evident that *Young Women in the Garden* conforms to the same brand of romantic fiction and denial supplied by many French and some Vietnamese writers.

The beauty of Nguyễn Gia Tri’s painting derives from its highly unusual modernist medium. Lacquer, a resin made from the extremely toxic sap of the *Rhus verniciflua* tree (or some variation thereof),\(^5\) seems an unlikely material for large-scale painting, and yet it is deeply rooted in the Asian aesthetic tradition. Expensive, caustic, highly labor intensive—applied in sometimes thirty or more slow-drying layers—it had been used in Japanese sculpture production since the eighth century, either as a stand-alone material (reinforced with fabric) or as a means of covering and protecting objects of wood, clay, or plaster, and was later similarly employed in Vietnam for centuries. Because it magically transformed from liquid to solid, shifting between two states of matter and being, it held sacred significance in China and Japan as “literally, a medium for getting in touch with the divine.”\(^5\)
The term “lacquerware” refers to utilitarian objects such as bowls, vases, or boxes for writing materials made of lacquer-encased wood or bamboo, which had been created in Japan since its most ancient Jōmon period (c. 12,000–300 BCE) and in China since the Shang Dynasty (c. 1600–1046 BCE), as well as in Korea and Southeast Asia. Highly sophisticated lacquerware techniques from Japan’s Momoyama and Tokogawa periods reveal processes similar to those in the paintings of Nguyễn Gia Trí. For example, The Amsterdam Chest (seventeenth-century, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam) consisted of many layers of colors, powdered egg-shells, mother-of-pearl, and precious metal foils or powder, which were applied between layers of clear, amber, red, or black-toned lacquer. Beginning in the Southern Song period and flourishing into the 15th century, the Chinese developed a form of relief carving into lacquered objects, usually furnishings such as screens or chests. This technique was adapted by Vietnamese painters for use in fine art paintings in the modern period.

In Vietnam, the lacquer that was used for generations to color and protect vividly painted wooden water puppets and statuary on the daises of Buddhist chùa or Confucian temples was practical in purpose, protecting wood against the elements in a tropical environment and preserving the crisp coloration that vibrantly life-like religious figures still maintain after centuries. As used in the paintings of Nguyễn Gia Trí, however, the material produced a highly polished and multilayered surface of deep, rich colors that yielded a surprisingly painterly “art for art’s sake” effect. A unique feature in the works of Nguyễn Gia Trí and his followers is a pseudo-“craquelure,” which can be seen in the areas of white color created by filling in shapes with fragmented, rather than powdered, duck-egg shells that can also be given a pastel coloration (fig. 2). Other effects were created by burnishing the dried colors or metals between layers of lacquer, as well as the lacquer itself, with “fine sandpaper and a mix of charcoal powder and human hair.” The name for lacquer painting—sơn mài, meaning “grinding paint”—may be a reference to this part of the laborious process.

Experimentation with media and technique was essential; the discovery, for example, of lacquer mixed with pine resin in 1932 formed a turning point in the use of lacquer as a medium because it adhered better and burnished clearer, and thus stimulated new experiments, especially by Nguyễn Gia Trí. A growing confidence with lacquer painting at the school, and perhaps the recognition of its uniqueness among modernist painting worldwide, may have prompted the obligatory training in lacquer for all École students. These techniques created nuanced visual effects that were raw yet highly sophisticated in style, and allowed for an extraordinary level of individual expression, emulating the expressive potential of oil paint as it was tapped by the impressionists and
postimpressionists in Europe. The articulation of individual sentiment was advocated as passionately by contemporary Vietnamese romantic writers. Technically, however, the cumbersome, multiple stages of lacquer application disrupted the original aesthetic intent of late nineteenth-century Western art movements, which valorized spontaneous applications of paint to capture ephemeral moments or immediate sensations on canvas. Still, the subjects of many lacquer paintings, especially Nguyễn gia Tri’s *Young Women in the Garden*, emulated this desired fiction of the spontaneity.

A different pictorial quality was achieved by the student-artist Nguyễn Khang (1911–1989), one which demonstrates a more conservative impulse behind the hybrid modernist efforts of these years. Nguyễn Khang created images with a black ground that were more derivative of the reductive lacquerware style of Japan’s celebrated seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Rimpa School masters, such as the pieces attributed to Honami Koetsu (1558–1637) or Ogata Korin (1658–1716), as well as similar examples produced more contemporaneously during a Rimpa revival in Japan’s Meiji and Taisho periods (1868–1926). In Nguyễn Khang’s *Fishing in the Moonlight* from 1943 (fig. 4), the black lacquer delineates the night sky and dark water.

![Fig. 4: Nguyễn Khang, Fishing in the Moonlight, 1943. Lacquer, 79 x 182 cm. Hanoi, Fine Art Museum.](image)

The colors of the fish, the boat, and the nearly nude peasants, like the cranes and grasses in Honami Koetsu’s *writing box with cranes* (fig. 5), are made from metallic gold and silver, lead, or pewter. However, unlike the traditional Japanese prototypes, Nguyễn Khang added patches of a deep red-violet hue as was used, along with other colors, in later Rimpa revival models.
In contrast to the multilayered sophistication of Nguyễn Gia Tri’s painting, Nguyễn Khang’s simplistic figural style and subaltern subject matter are more “primitive,” and akin to pre-colonial folk woodblock prints from the Đồng Hồ craft village. Relief prints, like the popular Đám cưới chuột (Wedding of rats) (fig. 6), utilized one block for each of up to six traditional colors (the most typical being green, red, and yellow) on natural-colored Dzô (or poonah, unique to the region) tree bark paper that was coated with mother-of-pearl oyster shell (điệp) powder to create a silvery surface effect similar to silk.

Fig. 5: Writing box (suzuribako), early 17th century, attributed to Honami Koetsu. Black and gold lacquer on wood, lead, and pewter plates, 8.1 x 21.8 x 23.2 cm. Seattle Art Museum.

Fig. 6: Đám cưới chuột (Wedding of rats). Đồng Hồ woodcut print.
Located on the banks of the Đuống River, forty kilometers northeast of Hanoi, in Bắc Ninh province, Đông Hồ remains one of several craft villages that is engaged with creating prints for household display or to convey wishes for happy and prosperous lives during the Tet Lunar New Year celebrations. The print subjects consist of farm animals, children, festival customs, and “local folktales, historical events, and social mores” that are strongly connected to Vietnam’s pastoral, aquatic, and agrarian history. Supernatural beings are conspicuously absent from these images, although animals often behave like humans in the prints in order to critique social ills like corruption or adultery. The *Wedding of Rats*, for instance, depicts a long procession of standing rodents accompanying the wedding couple (on horseback and in a palanquin); they bring gifts and play music to appease the fat cat located in the upper right, in the hope that he will leave them in peace. The image is understood by some as a parody of Sino-Vietnamese relations and by others as an exhortation against graft and corruption. Upon completion, the prints were covered with a layer of rice paste (*hồ nếp*) to seal the bright colors, a process which, together with the powdered seashells, produces a shimmering effect. These communally produced, unsigned works emulated the themes and styles of carved printing blocks that were passed down through as many as twenty generations. They were avidly collected by some colonists, including the soldier Henri Oger (1885–1936?), who published hundreds of examples in a 1908–1910 ethnographic encyclopedia titled *Technique du Peuple Annamite* (Mechanics and Crafts of the Vietnamese People) on all aspects of Vietnamese life.

The two boatmen on the left in Nguyễn Khang’s painting (fig. 7) are clearly very similar to the human figures in Đông Hồ woodblock prints.

*Fig. 7:* Nguyễn Khang, Fishing in the Moonlight, detail, 1943. Lacquer, 1943, 79 x 182 cm. Hanoi, Fine Art Museum.
They strike poses similar to those of the two fish-gatherers on the right (fig. 8), though the latter are seen from different, foreshortened perspectives.

This repetition of the active poses of naively outlined, semi-nude figures set against a neutral ground is reminiscent of a popular Đông Hồ print depicting paired wrestlers (Đấu vật, fig. 9), or another representing semi-nude dancing women, both of which are related to rural customs surrounding Tet festivals. Nguyễn Khang emulated the simplification of the print source, which was derived from the two principles applied to all folk imagery: đơn tuyên bình do (single line, simple designs), to demarcate a minimalist black border around areas of color; and thuận tay hay mất (easy to draw and to see), wherein the space of the image is flattened and lacks perspectival depth.

Nguyễn Khang’s rendering of the traditional vocabulary of folk prints in a modern idiom also found echoes in the contemporary literary themes of the day, especially the reworking of didactic, moralizing Đông Hồ woodblock prints into satirical illustrations for the pages of a growing number of newly commercialized journals in the 1930s, including the previously cited Phong Hóa, which was a product of the Tự Lực văn đoàn literary group. The iconography of many folk village prints, such as Wedding of Rats, which, according to George Dutton, originally attacked corruption and bribery, was modernized to suit the times or transformed into caricature. This can be seen in the Lý Toét satirical stories (also appearing in plays) that mocked village elites, Confucian elders, and recent arrivals to the city, who were
befuddled by the rapid change of their surroundings. That these kinds of folk-related borrowings were found in both lacquer painting and popular parody, demonstrates a continued ambivalence towards the modern and foreign, and confirms a cross-media quest by the Vietnamese for an artistic identity within uniquely indigenous visual forms. Unlike the contemporary satirical caricaturists, however, none of the École painters demonstrated either an obvious desire for parody or a preoccupation with the ongoing transformations of urban spaces.

The portrayals of the fishermen also relate in both subject and style to two other types of wood-based folk art: water puppets (Múa rối nước), which may date from as early as the twelfth century, and relief-carved motifs found on upper support beams in the interiors of traditional village communal houses (đình), such as those found in the sixteenth-century Đình Tây Đằng, seventeenth-century Đình Chủ Quyền, or eighteenth-century Đình Bằng (fig. 10). Both sculpted sources represent rural types and activities, “hunting, fishing, harvesting, farming, playing chess, shopping at open markets, or honoring a scholar returning to his village,” and display joyous, lively animation, and commonplace figures with disproportionate, outsized heads (in contrast to the more naturalistic and individualized appearance of chùa statues carved in the round to represent deities, monks, and donors).

While it is difficult to reconstruct the ephemeral water-puppet performances of the pre-colonial past, many historical wooden puppets do survive, and contemporary performances based on long-established narratives employ...
similar puppets that, like Nguyễn Khang’s characters, engage in parallel or mirrored movements and activities. Traditional puppets recreated in modern times include dip net fishermen (Đồng Ngư, fig. 11) of the type found in Nguyễn Khang’s painted boat, where the man in front with a net wears a red loincloth and his wife sports a red neckerchief or sash, and both wear tied head wraps. These figures represent one of the “four rural occupations” (fisherman, wood cutter, ploughman, and herdsman) most commonly found in puppetry.75

Despite the charm of these pre-colonial wooden figurative models, Nguyễn Khang’s portrayal of fishermen undoubtedly relates to the deteriorating status of peasants—including aquaculture laborers—and reflects their extreme suffering and exploitation through taxation and usury during the French
occupation. This was especially severe in the period following the mid-1930s, as a result of the worldwide economic depression, when communal lands were systematically expropriated. During the late 1930s, up to seventy-five percent of the peasants in some regions were landless (while others held too little land to sustain them), creating a situation that forced many to eke out a living through other means such as fishing in the increasingly contracting littoral zones around Hanoi and the Red River delta.

In pre-colonial times, Hanoi (its name meaning “inside the river”) was replete with rivers, marshes, canals, and large lakes, and robust aquaculture formed a significant 14 percent of tax revenue for the Nguyễn court. In transforming Hanoi into their political capital, however, the French deemed the urban waterways unhygienic and set about expanding the city, “draining and filling the hundreds of swamps and ponds in and around Hanoi,” building in their place broad promenades surrounded by villas and gardens and other places for relaxation and amusement. These efforts improved the living conditions and entertainment opportunities for colonial occupiers and urban dwellers, while destroying the natural environment and the means it provided for peasants’ sustenance through rice production and fishing. Soon after Nguyễn Khang created his painting, these already dire conditions further deteriorated, under Japanese occupation, into a devastating famine that killed as many as 2 million in the north from 1944–1945. These facts deepen our understanding of the painting, identifying it not only as an homage to traditional pre-colonial culture, but also as an expression of protest against its rapid destruction and the growing impoverishment and marginalization of groups such as fishermen. The desperation of the noticeably gaunt fishermen—who labored covertly on restricted waterways, estuaries, lagoons, bays, coves, and coastal streams—may also be reflected in the nighttime setting of the painting and in the boatmen’s heads, which are thrown back or bent forward expressing distress or fatigue. These images of the fishermen’s suffering are ironically contrasted with the beauty and abundance of fish.

Another intriguing technique employing lacquer is known as lacquer etching, engraving, or “coromandel lacquer.” The technique derives from the aforementioned Song-era Chinese carved lacquer process, called kehūi in Vietnam (“carved chalk”), which Inguimberty first learned of from an imported object encountered in Paris. The technique involves coating a wood surface with a thick layer of white chalk that is then lacquered. The image is incised into the surface with a sharp tool and the grooves are filled in with colors, followed by the application of clear layers of lacquer on top. This technique creates a very crisp, linear, and detailed image that provides quite a contrast to the painterly effects of Nguyễn Gia Trí’s paintings, and which again reveals some similarities
to another type of traditional Vietnamese folk art. One of the earliest and most acclaimed artists to employ this technique was Nguyễn Văn Bài (1912–1999), as seen in *Procession to the Pagoda* from 1935 (fig. 12). Once commonplace, festivals at temples—some stretching as far back as the sixteenth century and involving a tutelary deity procession, like the one depicted—were suppressed following the outbreak of war in 1945 and unification under communism in 1975; these have only been revived since Đổi Mới.\(^87\)

In the upper left of Nguyễn Văn Bái’s painting a procession of barefoot female celebrants, dressed in pre-French, traditional black áo dài tunics over black trousers adorned with red and green sashes, arrive carrying a kiệu (palanquin) (fig.13) into the garden courtyard of a temple complex, which consists of three distinct enclosed buildings and a two-story open pavilion that is perhaps a bell tower.\(^88\)

A collection of well-dressed male dignitaries in hats can be seen in the center of the image. Their unbelted tunics over white trousers are more diverse in color and pattern and they are surrounded by an entourage of honorific
umbrella and banner bearers (fig. 14). This assembly probably carries other implements of the ritual parade to be used as offerings at the tutelary deity’s tomb or in a deity-thanking ceremony within the communal house at the site.\(^89\)

The precise outlines of forms against a white ground in Nguyễn Văn Bái’s Procession to the Pagoda are analogous to the linear definitions found in another folk art tradition: the larger and more refined Hàng Trồng woodblock prints, which were hand-painted with colors over printed ink on imported Chinese white Xuyến chỉ paper that matched the white ground of Nguyễn Văn Bái’s painting. Hàng Trồng art was made in a region of Hanoi’s old quarter, and reveals echoes of Chinese ink drawings.\(^90\) Popular since the Lê dynasty in the seventeenth century, these prints, painted in a richer array of colors, mostly pink, blue, green, red, and yellow, have been linked to rituals associated with ancestor worship and are also displayed during Tet. Commonly evincing more urbane tastes than the Đông Hồ examples, the themes dealt with aristocrats, supernatural beings like the Buddha and Taoist saints, three deities symbolizing longevity, prosperity, and happiness, children—with the hope that they will continue the family line—as well as symbolic folk-tale motifs like “Five Tigers” and the “Carp Looking at the
The crisp black outlines in Hàng Trống pieces resulted from a technique unique to Vietnamese printers: ink was made from lightly burned bamboo or straw, soaked in a jar with sticky rice paste, which caused it to ferment and turn a dark black; this kept the color from bleeding onto the paper when printed. The faith tradition favors the number four; a mother goddess presides over the four realms, or “palaces,” of the universe (tù phú): heaven, earth, water, and mountain forests, and each is correlated to a cardinal direction and a color—red, white, yellow, and green, respectively. The female mediums in what is also called the Four Palaces religion (Đạo Tù Phú) wear costumes in these colors when they perform the “spirit possession.

One example from Hàng Trống, the ubiquitous Tứ bình print-painting, depicts four women musicians formally dressed in traditional, non-French áo dài, whose appearances echo that of the dignitaries in the center of the Nguyễn Văn Bái painting (fig. 15). While ostensibly secular in subject, the four women, and perhaps Nguyễn Văn Bái’s painting as well, resonate with elements that were drawn from the most ancient folk spiritual beliefs of the people known as the Mother Goddesses Religion (Đạo Mẫu). The belief was popular, especially in the north, long before colonial occupation, and has been resurgent since Đổi Mới.
rituals” (lên đồng), which were embellished with music—of the kind these performers may represent—and dance. The music is essential to the rituals and to their transgendered powers of spirit possession. The instruments employed include those evident in the print: the moon lute (đàn nguyệt), percussive instruments such as bamboo clappers (phách), a cymbal (cảnh), and a bamboo flute (sáo). The number four also appears in goddess rituals when the “four virtues” (tự đức) are invoked, representing ideals of labor, physical appearance, appropriate speech, and proper behavior. Through the centuries, goddess worship incorporated elements of Buddhism and Taoism, and devotions to her could be found at chùa, where the goddess image often shared an altar with the feminized bodhisattva Kwan-yin (Sk: Avelokiteshvara). She was also worshipped at the Mother Goddess temples found in every region of Vietnam.

The figures in the Hàng Trống musician print/painting appear similar in deportment and clothing—shoes, hats, and unbelted áo đài tunics over black pants—to the dignitaries and their attendants in the center of Nguyễn Văn Bài’s composition (fig.14). Is the titular temple procession actually

Fig. 15: Tứ bình (Four female musicians). Hàng Trống hand-painted woodblock.
being led by women mediums in honor of a Mother Goddess? The inherent figural similarities to the four musicians print encourage such a reading. The possibility that Nguyễn Văn Bài borrowed a folk art style that was allied to the subject for his lacquer painting, which was similarly borrowed from indigenous folk religion, formed another means of elevating a feature of distinctly Vietnamese cultural heritage in contrast to Chinese-originating Buddhist, Confucian, or Taoist traditions. This might have even camouflaged an expression of deep-rooted nationalism that the French overlords or art patrons may not have understood. If there was an overt or covert nationalistic appreciation for the region’s pre-colonial folk traditions, as promoted by Tardieu and Inguimberty and as seems evident in Nguyễn Văn Bài’s and Nguyễn Khang’s paintings, it was in conflict with all that was touted by intellectuals as modern, and it swiftly disappeared with the revolution. Huynh has observed that only after the communist victory of 1975 did historians begin to openly celebrate the purity of anonymous folk art and culture as an expression of the masses that was superior to that of the ruling elite. And likewise, only after Đổi Mới did the Mother Goddess tradition experience a revival that is avidly followed to this day.

**Considering Japanese arts**

Dissimilarities with indigenous folk art style must also be observed, however, because Nguyễn Văn Bài evinces a sophisticated understanding of deep space rendered from an elevated vantage point, the antithesis of the thuận tay hay mất (easy to draw and to see) folk art principle. Nguyễn Văn Bài’s approach may have been learned from perspective studies at the École, but it also exhibits unmistakable similarities to the intuitive spatial delineations that were typical of traditional Japanese byōbu, emakimono (horizontal scrolls), and kakemono (hanging scrolls), as well as ukiyo-e woodblock prints. And like Nguyễn Gia Trí’s *Young Women in the Garden*, Nguyễn Văn Bài’s painting, though smaller, has the same Japanese byōbu-inspired surface divisions into vertical panels.

Japanese art-forms and aesthetics were embraced in Vietnam in part because Japan was regarded, during the early decades of the twentieth century, as a model for the modernization movement that was so fervently desired by the Vietnamese nationalists who promoted a crusade called Đông Du: the Travel East, Eastern Study, or Exodus to the East Movement. Begun in 1905 by Phan Bội Châu and the exiled Prince Cường Để (1882–1951), who was living in Japan, in the first decade of the century hundreds of young Vietnamese people were directed to study at Japanese schools with the hope of educating a generation of revolutionaries who would awaken to their rights and rise up in resistance to French rule. Đỗng Du represented the first anti-colonial
activity that was focused on education and modernization, and where hatred of the French and admiration for all things Japanese was disseminated in Vietnam. Its leader, Phan Bội Châu, was attracted to Japan, a “newly rising country of the yellow race,” primarily because of its successful military victories against China and Russia in 1895 and 1904, respectively. But he also hailed Japan as possessing “the same race, same culture, and same continent” as the Vietnamese, and thus he considered a shared culture to be their most significant bond. Phan Bội Châu was further impressed by Japan’s example of effecting successful modernization by sending its own citizens abroad to “develop the people’s knowledge and cultivate men of talents.” Thus, Japanese culture, along with its modern military and industrial might, was an important source of inspiration for militant Vietnamese even before L’École Superieure de Beaux Arts d’Indochine was established in Hanoi.

Indeed, Japanese artistic elements appear in all three of the paintings examined here. Momoyama and Tokogawa-era folding screen features (as well as their twentieth-century revival in Nihonga movement arts) included the flat gold grounds, divisions of the pictorial surface into vertical panels, and the elegant, multilayered lacquerware techniques that figure so prominently in Nguyễn Gia Trí’s Young Women in the Garden. Furthermore, reductive lacquerware-style imagery derived from seventeenth- and eighteenth-century masters of the Rimpa school, and their late nineteenth-century Rimpa revivalists, appear in Nguyễn Khang’s Fishing in the Moonlight. And the qualities of linear precision combined with elevated perspectival vantage points and vertical surface divisions, reminiscent of folding screens and ukiyo-e woodblock prints, define Nguyễn Văn Bài’s Procession to the Pagoda. All denote an enthusiastic adoption of Japanese pictorial values, which were later rejected following Japan’s invasion and occupation of Vietnam during World War II. Some knowledge of these stylistic features may have come from one of the earliest students trained in the École’s lacquer studio—Trần Quang Trần (1900–1969), who explored Japanese styles in the early 1930s just as the lacquer studio at the École was forming. Later, when Japan began their occupation of Indochina in 1940, the Japanese further promoted artistic knowledge by staging exhibitions of traditional-style art (nihonga) and endorsed Japanese books, films, language classes, and other features of cultural propaganda. Some Vietnamese École students even adopted a woodblock printing style echoing ukiyo-e features.

Thus, these three Vietnamese lacquer paintings display an amalgam of qualities derived from Sino-Japanese Asian arts—including the lacquer medium itself—combined with those inspired by Western paintings, especially secular
themes, painterly surfaces, and articulated spatial settings. These elements, together with the formal qualities derived from indigenous, pre-colonial folk art—simple, bold, linear outlines and minimal color variations, in crisply delineating forms placed against plain, neutral backgrounds, as found in Đông Hồ and Hàng Trống prints, or in dình relief carvings—produced a hybrid artistic language formed through employing training in Western pictorial methods to re-interpret East Asian sources. The possibility that these Asian features were employed simply to appeal to foreign patrons craving the “authentically” and exotically oriental is conceivable, and yet they may have also been a means of asserting a distinctive East Asian artistic identity that could articulate a space independent of French colonial art education and the cultural values associated with it. It would seem that, paradoxically, École student-artists were both absorbing as modern, and rejecting as Western, the lessons of their French teachers. After the war for independence began and the art school closed in 1945 (later reopened under Vietnamese direction as the Vietnam College of Fine Arts, today the Hanoi University of Fine Arts), lacquer and silk paintings were critically reframed as anticolonial because they linked pre-and post-colonial era national forms and built on what was promoted as an “aesthetic nationalism” rooted in pre-colonial Vietnamese folk arts, East Asian—specifically Chinese and Japanese—materials and aesthetics, and Western “academic,” which is to say relatively conservative, modernism.

**Developments during the Anti-French Resistance War**

Later efforts to assess this unique, École-induced “aesthetic nationalism” during the Anti-French Resistance War (1946–1954) were evident in the writings of Tô Ngọc Vân (1906–1954), an early École-trained painter working for the Việt Minh, who oversaw the establishment of a state school for the arts called the “School of Fine Arts of the Resistance” in the northern resistance zone. The school opened in Đại Từ in the province of Thái Nguyên, shortly before Tô Ngọc Vân died in the final battle of the war at Điện Biên Phủ in 1954. Prior to the war, he had praised French art education and cultural transformations as having “changed our way of life. We live in a beautiful environment. Our lives are more elegant than before.” In a 1949 essay titled “Only Now Do We Have Vietnamese Painting,” Tô Ngọc Vân celebrated that “Vietnamese lacquer painting transformed lacquer from a ‘decorative art’ to a ‘pure art,’ something he believed Chinese and Japanese lacquer have never accomplished.” But Tô Ngọc Vân was also troubled by the turn of art education and production towards ideological propaganda with the advent of the revolution, which he felt produced mediocre works.
With the Anti-French Resistance War, connections and comparisons with other East Asian arts previously considered vital were now problematic and colored by anti-colonial sentiments of all shades. The Vietnamese adoption of features from these other Asian cultural artifacts—given how little of its own painting history there was to build upon—was hailed as a form of “resisting dominating French influences.” But after the independence movement began, artists sought to sever their long-perceived subordinate status to Chinese and Japanese authority. China, now an allied communist partner, was still feared for its historical tendency to annex its tiny neighbor. In the arts, Tô Ngọc Vân expressly rejected, for example, the Sino-Japanese tradition of placing calligraphic signatures on the faces of paintings or prints, but he equally rejected Vietnamese village folk prints as viable sources for modern painting because they were anonymous products of untrained artists and, thus, inimical to the truly meaningful artistic modernism he so valued. Consequently, they fell out of favor; of the 220 Đông Hồ print artisans that were active before the war only a few remain today, although interest in their output has revived since Đổi Mới.

Tô Ngọc Vân was intent upon effecting a more definitive rupture with the past than earlier French-era École artists had envisioned, but he found it a challenge to define modernism’s new post-colonial ideals. “The artistic change is so difficult,” he wrote, “we feel it is as heavy as moving a mountain.” His own works migrated from oil paintings of idyllic bourgeois women and children—such as Girl with Lilies from 1943, akin to Nguyễn Gia Trí’s Young Women in the Garden before the war—to militant lacquer painted themes of gun-bearing soldiers and peasants transformed into revolutionaries a decade later, like Soldiers and Porters Resting on a Hill from 1953. In the latter, he capitulated to the new demands instigated by the July 1948 Second National Congress of Culture and the subsequent Congress on Art and Literature, where Hồ Chí Minh specifically called for art “to inspire the people’s spirit and nation-building resistance (kháng chiến kiến quốc).” However, Tô Ngọc Vân decried such art as simplistically optimistic propaganda—depicting soldiers, farmers and laborers—that was readily apprehended by the artistically untutored masses. Modernism, he hoped, was only temporarily co-opted to serve a public end and would return to the higher artistic calling of individual expression and art for art’s sake pursuits once peace was achieved. “The torment of my soul,” he lamented, is “how to make the self that serves the nation and the masses and the self that serves art—the artist of course cannot forget this responsibility—not to come into conflict or, even worse, betray one another.” In an essay of 1947 titled “Propaganda Art and Art,” Tô Ngọc Vân argued that “propaganda art is not art because it expresses a political purpose, raises political slogans, delineates a political path for the people to follow,”
while true art expresses “an individual soul, an attitude of an individual towards things, telling his feelings more than philosophy about any issue.”\textsuperscript{118} Clearly, he felt the two were incompatible and agonized over the loss of the liberal artistic expression advocated by his French painting masters while still enthusiastically supporting the cause of war against French rule.

Lacquer painting persisted as the preferred medium of Vietnamese rebel art long after the August revolution of 1945, and despite the fact that the war of resistance against the French brought the period of early “fermentation and experimentation,” as well as the Western domination of the École, to a close; “artists joined the battlefield, and the idyllic themes of the previous decade were eclipsed by those of war, peace, nationalism and ideologies.”\textsuperscript{119} Evidences of folk art influences were overshadowed by a continuation of the experimentally expressive painterly techniques and figural idealization that Nguyễn Gia Tri had demonstrated previously, but that were now reminiscent of Soviet socialist realism, where content superseded formal explorations. Experimental individualism in painting was scorned by Communist Party leadership as a remnant of decadent colonialism, and public displays of nude paintings and abstract art were banned.\textsuperscript{120}

Nguyễn Hiém’s (1917–1976) \textit{Crossing a Foot Bridge} from 1958 (fig. 16, 17), for example, applied the impressionist painterly style of Nguyễn Gia Tri to the dominant themes of the era: the movements of troops and tanks and the scorched-earth battles traversing the jungles as the Vietnamese sought the expulsion of foreigners and national unification. He eliminated gold and employed a more limited and earth-toned color palette to emphasize realism and to complement the seriousness of the subject. Some artists continued to portray nostalgic themes of women and children in nature settings (the popularity of such images persists to this day); however, Nguyễn Văn Tỵ (1917–1992), a student at the École from 1934–1941, who later taught in the reopened school after 1945,\textsuperscript{121} cast idealized feminine figures as elements of a political iconography. An allegorical rendering of the reunification of North and South Vietnam features two female forms—a woman with a child in tow—swept by the wind as they rush headlong to embrace in a modern-day Visitation by the sea (\textit{South and North United}, 1961, fig. 18).

While the Christian undertones of the image may at first glance appear unusual, the early French École teachers had indeed imparted to the young artists Western art traditions from the Renaissance to the late nineteenth century. This form of art history, along with other aspects of their training, persisted when former École students took over instruction at the reopened school after the war for independence.\textsuperscript{122} The topos of embracing women—a subject drawn
from the Renaissance images of the Visitation—may have been well suited as a political, visionary allegory of new beginnings through national unification, for which there was no precedent in pre-twentieth-century Vietnamese art.

Fig. 16: Nguyễn Hiém, Crossing a Foot Bridge, 1958. Lacquer, 100 x 150 cm. Hanoi, Fine Arts Museum.

Fig. 17: Detail of fig. 16.
Conclusion

After 1954, over eighty-five Vietnamese artists were sent to study in the Soviet Union, which was generally preferred—its socialist realism being the style of choice—to China. However, in both training sites the ideologically charged language of socialism in art reigned supreme. Until Đổi Mới, the political content of their art determined the fortunes of artists, as is signified by the long-term obscurity of Nguyễn Sáng (1923–1988), who graduated from the École in 1945 but resisted propagandist themes as well as the realist-impressionist style he learned there. Nguyễn Sáng turned instead to the abstract styles of the “Humanism” (Nhân Văn) movement, which were ostensibly allied to the appeal of primitivism among European modernists such as Henri Matisse (1869–1954), Pablo Picasso (1881–1973), or Jean Dubuffet (1901–1985) and were intended to express a “national-modern art.” Nguyễn Sáng, who died in poverty and only posthumously received the Ho Chi Minh Prize in 1996, indicated, however, that it was less Western than native arts that had inspired him, declaring, “I prefer our folk paintings to Matisse’s work.”
He was joined by lacquer painters who thought along similar lines: Nguyen Tu Nghiem (1919–?), for example, frequently portrayed traditional folk dance or print-inspired themes, or Bùi Xuân Phái (1920–1988), who was best known for his melancholy scenes of Old Hanoi, painted in an abstract manner reminiscent of Raoul Dufy (1877–1953) and decidedly neither heroic nor victorious. These artists fulfilled the late Tô Ngọc Vân’s passionately expressed yearning to return to a pure art of personal expression, which drew them, as it had done with others before the outbreak of war, to the simplicity, charm, and depth of expressive possibility inherent in pre-colonial wood-based folk arts. These artists suffered greatly in their struggle for artistic freedom unshackled by ideological dogma—known as the Nhân Văn–Giai Phẩm movement (named after two journals that were forced to close in 1956 for demanding freedom of speech and other human rights)—with Bùi Xuân Phái even losing his teaching position at the Hanoi College of Fine Arts in 1957 and denied permission to exhibit his art until 1984. These ideological rebels, who explored the purity of the distinctive lacquer medium, the ethnic identity embodied in pre-colonial folk borrowings (consciously or otherwise visually linking their efforts to the folk and primitive elements underlying much European modernism), and freedom of personal expression devoid of propaganda, have had the greatest impact upon the artists that have emerged since Đổi Mới.

A visit to art shops in Hanoi, Hội An, or Ho Chi Minh City today will reveal countless mass-produced, derivative examples of earlier lacquer-painting themes, as well as cubist, surrealist, and pop art styles for tourist consumption—the ban on abstraction and nudity having been abandoned with Đổi Mới and the flourishing travel industry it stimulated. Craft factories now produce lacquer “paintings” as articles of mass consumption with little hint of the originality and passion for new directions, aesthetics, and identity politics that drove the École students nearly a century ago, both before and after the revolution. Some observers refer to them derogatorily as “imitation painting” or “rice paddy art,” which distracts tourists from encountering the real artistic accomplishments of modern and post-modern artists.

In spite of the Communist government’s open policy towards capital markets, its Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism imposes a haphazard form of censorship upon exhibitions of contemporary art, making it even more difficult to encounter artistic works of the present. Artists face the challenge to “create artwork with multiple layers of meanings so we can explain it reasonably to different audiences.” Despite these challenges, it is important to remember that both the expressions of individual artists as well as the mass production of art objects owe their inception to the establishment of the École Superieure de Beaux Arts d’Indochine. The École gave Vietnamese crafts-people the opportunity and incentive to become notable fine artists; it inspired them
to modernize and to explore an eclectic blend of Western, East-Asian, and indigenous sources to create an artistic language, especially in lacquer, that they ultimately regarded as uniquely their own; and it sustained a movement for political and cultural independence. Thus, “rice paddy art,” cheaply mass-produced though it may be, is no less a testament to the people’s identification of lacquer painting as an exclusively Vietnamese medium in the modern era. A visit to the Vietnam Fine Arts Museum—after looking at the city’s street shops—can show the way to discovering the history of this distinctive modernism.
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